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Young  People  Who  Suffered  Blood  Clots  and  Amputations  After  COVID-19  Vaccination  Are
Being Lied to, and Media Uses Them to Lie to Us

By Dr. William Makis, March 07, 2023

There is a heartbreaking, tragic story that is promoted by mainstream media every few
months, and that is the story of 20 year old Florida model Claire Bridges who lost both legs
due to what they tell us was “COVID-19”.

US Foreign Policy Goes “Woke”?

By Philip Giraldi, March 07, 2023

It is generally observed that imperial powers like the United States frequently interfere in
foreign  governments  in  support  of  economic  or  hard  political  reasons.  To  be  sure,
Washington has refined the process so it can plausibly deny that it is interfering at all, that
the change is spontaneous and comes from the people and institutions in the country that is
being targeted for change.

Standing Together – Resisting the New Normal

By Colin Todhunter, March 07, 2023

The US wanted Russia to attack Ukraine.  So says Robert  H Wade, professor of  Global
Political  Economy at the London School of Economics. And then it  brought in its wide-
ranging  sanctions  regime  in  response.  According  to  renowned  investigative  journalist
Seymour Hersh, the US subsequently blew up the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline.
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Russian Aerospace Forces Failing in Ukraine? Moscow’s “State of the Art” Su-57 Aircraft

By Drago Bosnic, March 07, 2023

Even  before  the  start  of  Moscow’s  counteroffensive  against  NATO  aggression  in  Europe,
Russia  and its  military  were  often  denigrated  and underestimated by  the  mainstream
propaganda machine. This decades-old (or should we say centuries) practice has escalated
dramatically since February 24 last year.

The Heinous Instrumentalization of Human Rights Against Nicaragua

By Stephen Sefton, March 07, 2023

Last week saw the advance release of a summary of the United Nations Human Rights
Council’s still-pending detailed report on Nicaragua. The report supposedly results from an
investigation by a group of experts of  “all  alleged human rights violations and abuses
committed in Nicaragua since April 2018.”

In a Compromised Media Environment, Western Intelligence Agencies Escalate NATO’s Proxy
War in Ukraine Unchallenged

By Stavroula Pabst, March 07, 2023

As winter bites, the current NATO proxy war that has raged for almost a year shows no signs
of stopping, with November 2022 reports quietly admitting that roughly 100,000 Ukrainian
soldiers had been killed or wounded in action. Millions of Ukrainians have fled their homes,
and those who remain face conscription, power outages, and a lack of other basic resources.

Why Republicans Blew Their Big Opportunity to Win in 2024

By Eric Zuesse, March 07, 2023

The Republicans could have called Ukraine “Biden’s war,” or “the Democrats’ war,” but
instead voted for it themselves, and so turned it into America’s war — the war by the
billionaires of both of this one-party-state’s nominal two political Parties (the Parties of both
Democratic billionaires and Republican billionaires).

Dr. Bassma Kodmani Died in Paris, and Syria Left in Ruins

By Steven Sahiounie, March 07, 2023
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Dr. Bassma Kodmani died March 2, 2023, in Paris, where she had lived most of her life. She
was a Franco-Syrian activist who played a large role in the destruction of Syria beginning in
2011.

COVID Propaganda Roundup: The Lies, Distortions and Abuses

By Ben Bartee, March 07, 2023

COVID Propaganda Roundup: The latest updates on the “new normal” – chronicling the lies,
distortions, and abuses by the ruling class. Things have been getting hot and heavy on the
COVID front recently. Without further ado, let’s get into it.

Wanting War Over Taiwan: Australia’s Gang of Five

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, March 08, 2023

Diligently, obediently and with a degree of dangerous imbecility, a number of Australian
media outlets are manufacturing a consensus for war with a country that has never been a
natural, historical enemy, nor sought to be.
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